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sakina is in a relationship with vinod khan but she doesnt know that vinod khan is already married with his wife nyla now vinod
khan wants to get Wanted (2009) The latest poster of Vinod Khanna In the Bollywood movie "Wanted", Salman Khan, to plays a

different character from the typical roles that he usually plays. This time Khan plays the character of a police inspector in the
movie named Kallu. This is a big departure from the usual movie roles that Khan usually plays. This isn't the first time that Khan
plays a police inspector character. He also played a similar role in the movie The Soldier (1993). In both of these movies Khan

played the character of a police inspector. "Wanted" is a 2009 Indian Hindi-language action thriller film directed by Prabhu Deva
and produced by Excel Entertainment. The film is a remake of the 2006 Telugu-language film Pokiri, written by V.V. Vinayak and

directed by Kakarla. Set in Mumbai (then known as Bombay), the story follows a daredevil gangster named Radhe who plans to
blackmail a former gang member who is now a police inspector (Salman Khan). As the inspector attempts to take down Radhe and
his crime syndicate, he has to rely on the help of a young and beautiful cop, who has to decide who she is working for. "Wanted" is
the tenth collaboration between Khan and Deva after their 1994 film Dal, and the third Indian production that Khan has starred in
after Humko Deewana Kar Gaye and the comedy Waqt. The makers of the film acknowledged that the remake of Pokiri had an
impact on the film's storyline. The film is known for being critically acclaimed and both commercially and critically successful.

The film has received many accolades, including a . Watch Wanted full movie online. Enjoy Wanted starring Vinod Khanna, Raju
Mavani, Manoj Pahwa, Prakash Raj, Salman Khan, . Movie name : Wanted : Vinod Khanna - Aaj Ki Shehzada Director : Prabhu
Deva Duration : 110 minutes (1 hour 10 minutes) Year : 2009 Language : Hindi Subtitles : English Company : Mega Star Pictures
Wanted is a 2009 Indian Hindi-language action thriller film directed by Prabhu Deva and produced by Excel Entertainment. The

film is a remake of the
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